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Abstract: Transport systems are socio-technical systems in which accomplishment 
of a direct task is the responsibility of an executive subsystem made up of 
elementary subsystems of the type – technical object (operator – transport means ) 
carrying out tasks within the system surroundings. Due to the presence of people in 
the transport system, the most significant criterion for the assessment of carried 
out  rides is their safety. The safety level of carried out transport tasks is affected 
by threats posed by forcing factors which have an influence on the elementary 
executive system. These factors can be divided into: 

- operational 
- external 
- antropotechnical  

Due to the complex nature of the analyzed systems, the authors of the paper have 
made an attempt to evaluate the influence of these factors on the system 
operational safety. 
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Streszczenie: Systemy transportowe są systemami socjotechnicznymi, w których 
bezpośrednią realizacją zadań zajmuje się podsystem wykonawczy złożony z 
podsystemów elementarnych typu człowiek – obiekt techniczny (operator – środek 
transportu) realizujących zadania w otoczeniu systemu. Ze względu na człowieka 
umiejscowionego w systemie transportowym najistotniejszym kryterium w ocenie 
realizowanych przewozów jest ich bezpieczeństwo. Na poziom bezpieczeństwa 
realizacji zadań wpływają zagrożenia wynikające z oddziaływania czynników 
wymuszających, oddziałujących na elementarny podsystem wykonawczy.  

Czynniki te można podzielić na: 
- robocze 
- zewnętrzne  
- antropotechniczne  

Ze względu na złożoność analizowanych systemów w pracy podjęto próbę oceny 
wpływu oddziaływań czynników wymuszających na bezpieczeństwo działania tego 
systemu. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The problem of providing the municipal passenger transport system, 
including means and actions connected with  transport of people, with high 
safety level is of key importance. This problem is connected with vast 
numbers of people carried by transport means, high intensity of traffic and 
insufficient infrastructure quality of roads along which these transport tasks 
are carried out. 
This also applies to buses,  used within the considered system, as they are 
exposed to the impact of various factors causing negative changes of their 
states which lead to bus damages. 
This is the reason why the authors of the article  have made an attempt to 
evaluate the influence of bus damages on occurrence  of road events.  
The analyzed bus transport system is an example of a socio-technical system 
of the type Human-Technical Object-Environment <H-TO-E>. In such 
systems the direct accomplishment of transport tasks is the responsibility of 
an executive subsystem consisting of elementary subsystems of the type 
human- technical object (operator-a transport means) carrying out tasks in 
the system surroundings. Due to the fact that the  human is part of  the 
system, the most significant criterion for an assessment of executed 
transport  tasks is their operation safety. Operation is a notion which refers 
to the human, operation means human behavior (external and internal act), if 
the one  acting, or many acting ones , associate some subjective sense with  
their actions. However, functioning is a notion referring to machines 
(technical objects). Having analyzed socio-technical systems H-TO-E, it is 
possible to say that their operation is inseparably connected with the 
diversified role that  the  human plays in them. Basing on this, the definition 
accepted for the research is as follows: the transport system operation safety 
is its such state in which values of the identified features, describing this 
system I a given time t , t ……, remain within the boundaries established  
for the defined levels of the impact of forcing factors. 
The system operation safety in time t can be demonstrated by means of a 
vector whose end is described by point M(x (t), x(t0,    ,x (t)) in an n-
dimensional space. 
Boundary values of features {x (t), y(t),z(t)}, reflecting allowable limits of 
undesirable impacts of forcing factors (operational, external and 
antropotechnical ones), determine allowable ranges of safety level value 
changes for a given feature.  The impact of forcing factors {x(t),y(t),z(t)} 
results in change of the system operation safety {x(t),y(t),z(t)} which can be 
demonstrated in a graphic form – figure1 
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Fig.1 Graphic interpretation of the impact of forcing factors on the system 

operation safety state change of the system operation safety state. 
 
Figure 2 presents the analyzed system operation safety state in time t, in a 
three dimensional space. The position of point M in figure 2 denotes a 
standard (intentional) state of the system operation safety. 
In a three dimensional space,  boundary values of the features form a 
dice/kostka/ of acceptable safety level changes. Coordinates of point M, in 
figure 2, are a projection of the technical object operation safety state  
within the limits of acceptable threat level. Exceeding the values of features 
beyond boundary values results in a change of  the state into a state of the 
system operation security threat (unacceptable threat level)-point M . 
 

 
Fig. 2 Graphic interpretation of the transport system safe operation state 

(Woropay and Bojar 2007). 
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Having accepted the above, the system operation security threat can be 
defined as such states of the system limited usability which occurred due to 
damages to its elements, causing exceeding values of the features which 
describe the system, beyond the established  boundary values (Woropay and 
Bojar 2006). 
For this state there have been identified different levels of operation safety, 
depending on the  damaged element importance and the extent of its 
damage. 
 

The effects of such states can be: injuries or death of  traffic participants, 
damage to transport means, occurrence of material damages in the near 
environment (buildings, telephone posts, electrical line, trees, etc.) 
 

2. The research object and subject  
 

The research object is a city transport system, especially used within this 
system buses. The research object is the relations between states of limited 
usability and the municipal transport system operation safety.  
 
3. The research goal 
 

Due to a high percentage  of the bus limited usability state in the set of 
undesirable states, the research aims at: elaboration of a method enabling an 
assessment of the influence of damages to technical objects, used in a 
transport system, on the system safety. 
This is a point of reference for taking  rational actions improving operation 
safety of transport systems.  
 

4. The program of experimental tests  
 

The program of  experimental tests was developed on the basis of the paper 
aim. The tests were carried out in a real transport system – Bus Transporter, 
in a big urban agglomeration. 
The research program covered three stages of the experiment (Worpoay, at. 
al., 2008): 

- obtainment of data concerning the mileage(in kilometers) of buses 
carrying transport tasks in the analyzed time, 

- fixing the number of damages to bus subsystems, 
- obtainment of data on the number of collisions and road accidents 

occurred in result of the bus limited usability state during the analyzed 
time, 

- obtainment of data on the number of casualties in result of occurrence of 
undesirable road events during the analyzed time. 
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5. Exemplary results of experimental tests 
 

On the basis of the carried out tests, there have been obtained data on kilometer 
mileages of the examined group of buses performing transport tasks in the system. 
Bus Transporter; the number of damages to subsystems of buses and the number of 
road events occurred during the analyzed time – fig.3. As the presented figure 
shows, the number of people who sustained injuries in result of road accidents was 
smaller than the number of accidents. 
 

 
Fig.3  Numbers of road accidents occurred in result of the transport means 

unfitness for use and the number of people injured and dead in these accidents  
during the analyzed time 

 
A reverse situation has been recorded since 2001, moreover, it can be 
noticed that despite a double decrease in  the number of road accidents 
throughout many years, in 2004, the number of people injured due to road 
accidents remained at the same level, compared to 1999. 
 

6. Development of municipal transport means operation safety model 
on the basis of their damage analysis 

 

In the article there was made an analysis of relationship and usability (for 
transport means operation safety assessment) of indexes, then on the basis 
of the results of experimental tests, an ultimate set of representative indexes 
was chosen. These indexes made up a resultant model  for transport means 
operation safety assessment. 
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The number of fatalities falling on 10 road accidents resulting from the 
transport means limited usability  

10
1

1
1.81  LZ

LOW      (2) 

LO – number of fatalities of road accidents due to the transport means 
limited usability 

LZ – number of road accidents 
 
Number of persons injured in 10 road accidents resulting from the transport 
means limited usability  

10
1

2
2.81  LZ

LOW      (3) 

LO2 number of people injured in road accidents 
L – number of road accidents 
 
Number of road accidents resulting from the transport means limited 
usability falling on 1000 covered kilometers. 
 

41
1.91 10 LP

LZW      (4)   

      
LZ – number of road accidents 
LP – number of kilometers covered by the examined bus 
 
The number of collisions resulting from the transport means limited 
usability, falling on 10000 covered kilometers. 
 

42
2.91 10 LP

LZW      (5) 

 
LZ – number of road collisions 
LP – number of kilometers covered by the examined bus 
 
Number of damages to significant subsystems falling on 10000 covered 
kilometers. 
 

4
101 10 LP

LUW PI      (6) 
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LU – number of damages to the bus significant subsystems 
LP – number of kilometers covered by the examined bus 
 
Number of road accidents  resulting from the transport means limited 
usability falling on 100 damages to significant subsystems.  
 

1001
111 

PILU
LZW      (7) 

 
LZ – number of road events of i-th kind  
LU – number of damages of the k-th subsystem ot 
 
Index of safety threat level evaluation of people situated in the transport 
means  
 

O
LZ

LUW Z 131      (8) 

      
Evaluation of the threat posed by a damage to  the bus analyzed subsystem 
(1  10) 
1 –  denotes an insignificant  subsystem whose damage does not pose  the 

bus operation threat  state. 
10 – denotes a significant subsystem whose damage poses undesirable threat 

state of the bus operation safety and is the cause of a road accident. 
Lu – number of damages and- the subsystem causing an undesirable event 
Lz – number of all undesirable events 
 
In the developed resultant model, the desired value of each of the indexes,  
accepted for an Assessment, is their minimal value. The degree of safety 
state failure, from the point of view of The i-th index, has been described by 
dependence (9). 
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Where: 
V – value of the  i-th index 
P   - maximal value of the i-th index 
P  - minimal value of the i-th index 
P  - argument of the index i-th function 
I  -  code of the analyzed index 
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The degree of the safety state criterion fulfillment by transport means, from 
the point of view of the –i-th index, has been described by dependence (10) 
(10) 
 

 ii vg 10     (10) 
           
  According to the methodology of Analytic Hierarchy Process (Lootsma, 
1993) a scale (from 4 to 10) has been accepted  for the description of safety 
state fulfillment degree, where: 
 
g = 4    - denotes that operation safety state has not been reached (sate of 

threat), 
g = 10 - denotes that the state of safe operation  has been reached 
 
AHP method involves comparing particular indexes with each other which 
can be demonstrated in a matrix form. (11) 
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Table 1. The variant preferences with numerical values 

Comparison of variant a  
to b 

Relative quality of variant a 
in relation to b 

Assigned value 
qab 

a much better than b strong preference of a 6 
a better than b preference of a 4 
a slightly better that b weak preference of a 2 
a equally good as b no preference of a 0 
a slightly worse than b weak preference of b -2 
a worse than b preference of b -4 
a much worse than b strong preference of b -6 
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Tabela 2. Matrix of comparisons of the system operation safety assessment 
indexes 
 

 W1-8.1 W1-8.2 W1-9.1 W1-9.2 W1-10 W1-11 W1-13 
W1-8.1 0 2 6 8 4 2 6 
W1-8.2  0 8 6 4 2 6 
W1-9.1   0 2 -4 -6 -2 
W1-9.2    0 -4 -6 -2 
W1-10     0 -2 2 
W1-11      0 4 
W1-13       0 

 
On the basis of the assigned values of preference q,   an additional variable 
has been determined between indexes j and k, according to formula (12). 
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After having calculated an additional variable w (14) the weight value was 
defined using dependence (13). 
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The resultant assessment of safety state criterion fulfillment was calculated 
according to dependence (14) 
 





7
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The overall assessment of AHP method enables a verbal interpretation of 
the resultant value successive months of the research 
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Table 3. Verbal interpretation of resultant assessment value (2) 
 

Overall assessment of 
wariant s state interpretation 

10 ideal 
9 very good 
8 good 
7 satisfactory 
6 unacceptable 
5 bad 
4 very bad 

 

 
 

Fig 4  The course of changes of the bus municipal transport system operation  
safety overall assessment in the analyzed time from 01.01.1999 to 31.12.2004. 

 
7. Conclusions 

 
- The analysis of results of experimental tests, carried out within the road 

transport system, reveals that the states of limited usability of transport 
means, used in this system, are the cause of occurrence of undesirable 
events in approximately 30% of cases. 

- On the basis of the experimental tests results, significance of the 
analyzed transport means particular subsystems has been established. It 
has been proved that the most important subsystem whose damage has 
the largest influence on undesirable events occurrence (about 24%) is the 
braking subsystem. Whereas, subsystems which are the least significant 
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in terms of accident threat, which  contribute to occurrence of 
undesirable events in 27%. are: the  engine, the  drive transmission 
subsystem, body, and the electrical subsystem. 

- The developed method for the municipal bus system operation safety 
assessment is universal and can be used for operation safety assessment 
of different types of road transport. 

- Improving the level of the transport system  operational safety can be 
carried out  through increasing reliability and durability of significant 
subsystems : breaking, steering, carriageable and suspension systems. 

- It is necessary to carry out further research in order to make an overall 
assessment of the municipal transport system, including also assessments 
of the impact of the human factor and the  environment . 
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